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AGENT HEADSHOT

3010 Missouri Ave
Benton Park, 63118

Circa 1890:                      Gorgeous Benton Park Classic just half a block from the park and all 
the fantastic dining that Benton Park has to offer.  Soaring ceilings and lovely 
reclaimed 5" plank pine wood floors from South Carolina. Big wide open living 
and dining room with new lighting leads to a large kitchen with brand new quartz 
counter tops, stainless appliances and a main level bathroom just off of back 
deck. Upstairs are three large bedrooms with great closet space and a primary 
suite. Enjoy the morning coffee on the deck right off the primary overlooking a 
freshly sodded and landscaped backyard and a two car detached garage.  Walk 
to dinner at Yemanja Brasil, Frazer's, Venice Cafe or hop right across the bridge 
to all the fun in Soulard. Minutes from Downtown and all the major highways.
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 3010MISSOURI.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Freshly painted throughout (2021)
P New quartz counter tops (2021)
P Back yard freshly sodded and landscaped

(2021)
P Hardwood replaced with reclaimed South

Carolina PIne (2010)
P Super active neighborhood association
P Don't miss the summer concerts and

events in the park
P Get a late night drink at Venice Cafe
P The Salmon Frazer at Frazer's just a few

blocks away is FANTASTIC!
P Easy walk to Soulard for Mardi Gras but

yet still out of the chaos
P Enjoy an amazing cocktail and bite to eat

at Yemanja Basil.
P Just 1/2 a block from beautiful Benton

Park
P Popsicle from Whisk? Brunch at the

Mudhouse? So many weekend morning
options on Cherokee


